


Practice Perfection
 
Delta Targets products take practice to a new level. With features that 
make our targets durable and long-lasting, and innovations that really 
make a difference to archers, Delta Targets is practice perfection.

Tech Flex E-Z Pull Foam
Every Delta target features Tech Flex E-Z Pull Foam—the most advanced 
technology for performance and durability. With self-healing and memory 
characteristics, Tech Flex enables targets to stand up to numerous shots  
without developing holes, and provides easy arrow removal.

Microcellular Foam
The Elite Series target line, with oversized replaceable cores, features the 
Microcellular Foam system for exceptional arrow stopping, enhanced healing, 
extended core life, and easy arrow removal.

Removable Antlers
Easily-removable antlers add realism and help create a broad range of  
practice scenarios.

Twist-Lock Assembly
Delta 3D targets with Twist-Lock Assembly have legs that can be attached or 
removed with a simple quarter-turn twist, for fast and easy setup and a very 
stable platform.

Scoring
All Delta Elite Series Targets, T-Series Large Game Targets, and  
T-Series Small Game Targets feature universal scoring.

Durable Ears
For ears that can stand up to being knocked around, we craft ours from 
polyethylene. Their flexible construction looks extremely realistic and lasts 
season after season without breaking off.

On August 8, 2008, fire destroyed Delta’s offices and 3D target manufacturing facilities in 

Reinbeck, Iowa, disrupting what had been the company’s best year ever.

Our distribution center, as well as the production site for DeadStop bag targets—both 

at other locations—were unaffected. And while our distribution center was stocked 

with extensive 3D target inventory, without the ability to replenish that stock during the 

busiest time of the season, the inventory didn’t last long. As we ran out of product, we 

were unable to fill your orders. We apologize for that inconvenience.

Rather than consider the fire a gloomy disaster, we chose to be optimistic and treat this 

event as an opportunity to rebuild the company bigger and better than before.

Our new, state-of-the-art, 3D target manufacturing facility is open as of November 1, 

2008, with 3D target production online that same month. We are using all new molds 

with superior design, lean production methodologies, and top-of-the-line, advanced 

production technology and equipment. This will mean higher-quality products and 

improved delivery for you, our valued customer.

To accelerate target availability for you, we have been working at a frenzied pace since 

the fire to rebuild the molds that were lost. 

Beginning in December 2008, our popular utility targets—Riverbottom Buck, Backyard 

Buck Legend, and a limited quantity of several Elite Series targets—will be available.  

Each month, additional Elite Series targets and specialty targets will become available.  

By late spring 2009, we anticipate being at full production of all Delta Targets.

We invite you to contact our customer service department at 1-800-708-0673 for 

information about which targets are currently in stock and the timing of availability of 

other targets you would like to order.

Thank you for your understanding and support. We look forward to serving you in 2009.

Laverne Woock

CEO, Delta Sports Products



3D Deer Targets
At the foundation of the Delta Targets product  
line is our legendary line of 3D Deer Targets.  
Known for their realism, durability, and  
affordability, these bucks stand up to  
practice session after practice session.

REPLAcEAbLE ViTALS

3D Deer Targets feature durable, 
replaceable vitals that increase 
target life, making them an 
economical choice for all types  
of archers.

ELC® Encapsulated Layered Core 
technology adds durability to the 
50350 Broadhead Buck target.

50335

cRP bUcK
46”H (feet to top of antler) 
40”H (feet to top of head) x 40”L x 10”D

Our most economical 3D deer target, the CRP Buck  
features a replaceable vital to extend target life.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL 
50201 – Year on Target: 2005

50400

bAcKYARD bUcK LEGEnD
48.5”H (feet to top of antler) 
40”H (feet to top of head) x 43”L x 10”D

For the serious backyard shooter looking for realism 
and quality at an economical price, this full-sized deer 
features good detail, easy assembly, removable antlers, 
and an enlarged replaceable vital.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL 
50401 – Year on Target: 2003

50350

bROADHEAD bUcK
51”H (feet to top of antler) 
43”H (feet to top of head) x 44”L x 10.5”D

Lifelike and life-sized, with removable antlers, this  
expertly-crafted target combines the best of Tech Flex 
E-Z Pull Foam and Delta’s ELC® Encapsulated Layered 
Core technology. The replaceable core is made to 
handle both field points and broadheads. Arrows can be 
removed easily using only one hand. The target features 
Twist-Lock Assembly.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL 
50301 – Year on Target: 2003

50450

RiVERbOTTOM bUcK
47”H (feet to top of antler) 
41”H (feet to top of head) x 40”L x 10”D

A classic life-sized target, with impeccable details, 
removable antlers, and a replaceable vital.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL 
50201 – Year on Target: 2000

50500

TREESTAnD bUcK
48.5”H (feet to top of antler) 
40”H (feet to top of head) x 46”L x 10”D

Designed specifically for the hunter looking for  
practice in a realistic, treestand situation, this target  
has an extra-large replacement vital for angled shots. 
The vital area outlines the major organs—heart,  
liver, and lungs—and has markings for backbone  
and shoulder.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL 
50501 – Year on Target: 2000

52200

bEDDED MAXiM
29.5”H (feet to top of antler) 
22”H (feet to top of head) x 39”L x 10”D 

Prepare to take a challenging shot with this life-sized, 
bedded whitetail target. Features great detail, quick 
assembly, and a replaceable vital.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL 
50201 – Year on Target: 1998/1997



Large MicROcELLULAR 
replacement core

50100 

Elite Alert Whitetail buck
54”H (feet to top of antler)  
45”H (feet to top of head) x 37”L x 12”D
A full-sized, finely detailed, extremely  
realistic whitetail deer, with replaceable vital,  
Twist-Lock legs, and all Elite target features.  
Outstanding durability for club  
and individual use.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL
50418 – Year on Target: 2005

50140 

Elite Sneak Whitetail buck
50”H (feet to top of antler)  
41”H (feet to top of head) x 43”L x 12”D 
A unique target with all the same features  
as the Elite Alert Whitetail Buck, but in a  
realistic sneak position for added variety.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL
50418 – Year on Target: 2005

50550 

Elite Standing black bear
59”H x 19.5”L x 15”D
An impressive addition to any course and a great tournament target, 
the highly-detailed black bear features three-piece construction with 
Twist-Lock Assembly.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL
50552 – Year on Target: 2005

50150 

Elite Mule Deer buck
54”H (feet to top of antler) 
45”H (feet to top of head) x 37”L x 12”D 
The accurately-colored mule deer buck target features a trophy-sized  
rack and replaceable vital.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL
50422 – Year on Target: 2005

50110 

Elite Antelope
53”H (feet to top of antler) 
41”H (feet to top of head) x 42.5”L x 11”D 
The most realistic antelope target available, the Elite Antelope has 
Pope and Young-sized horns, superb details, and a replaceable vital.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL 
50118 – Year on Target: 2005

50780  

Elite Trophy Whitetail buck
54”H (feet to top of antler) 
45”H (feet to top of head) x 37”L x 12”D 
For the ultimate practice experience, this  
full-sized whitetail deer target sports a Pope 
and Young-sized, removable rack. The target 
also features Twist-Lock Assembly, flexible 
ears, and a replaceable vital for long  
target life.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL
50418 – Year on Target: 2005

50595  

Elite canadian Lynx
25.5”H x 36”L x 10.5”D

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL
50596 – Year on Target: 2005

50570 

Elite Timber Wolf
32”H x 45”L x 10”D
The full-sized timber wolf from Delta  
has two-legged design for quick and  
simple setup.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL
50571 – Year on Target: 2005

50597 

Elite Javelina
22.5”H x 35.5”L x 10”D

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL
50599 – Year on Target: 2005 and up

50120 

Elite Walking brown bear
31”H x 48”L x 11”D
This full-sized bear target has a large  
replaceable vital area and Twist-Lock  
removable legs and head.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTAL
50128 – Year on Target: 2005

Elite Series Targets
With a large Microcellular Replaceable Core not found in  
any other target, Elite Series targets are Delta’s full-sized,  
top-of-the-line deer, bear, and big game targets.



T-Series
Small Game Targets
For a challenging shot, try Delta T-Series Small Game Targets. Made 
from Tech Flex Foam, each target has hand-painted detail for realism.

50520

Full Strut Turkey
32”H x 25”L x 17”D

The most realistic turkey target you’ll see 
anywhere, with four scoring areas—front, 
back, and both sides. 

50505

WALKinG TURKEY
23”H x 36”L x 11”D

This economic target provides the realism 
and quality you expect from Delta Targets.

50510

Raccoon
18”H x 15”L x 13”D

This ring-tailed bandit is sure to add 
excitement to any bowhunter’s or fur 
harvester’s practice.

50430

carp
12”H x 30”L x 9”D

Whether you’ve bowfished for years or 
are practicing for your first trip, this target 
provides the edge you’ve been looking for.

50230

Wolverine
36”H x 22”L x 9”D

Bring this native of the Northern frontier to 
your backyard shooting range for added 
mammal diversity.

50535

Howling coyote
35”H x 33”L x 9”D

Its hand-painting and realistic sculpting 
make this an excellent practice target.

50515

Woodchuck
21”H x 13”L x 15”D

Experience the exceptional realism of this 
hand-painted target. 

50525

Red Fox
23”H x 18”L x 8”D

Now you can practice outfoxing this clever 
animal in your own backyard.

50530

Porcupine
26”H x 15”L x 10.5”D

Practice comes close to the real thing, with 
realistic body sculpting detailed right down 
to the quills.

53100

Roe Deer
37”H x 37.5”L x 8.5”D

Make your shot count on this unique 
European deer.

53200

Rabbit
19”H x 16.5”L x 8.5”D

Practicing with this realistic-looking target is 
a great way to get ready for the hunt.



T-Series 
Large Game Targets
Delta’s T-Series Large Game Targets are top-of-the-line targets with  
replacement sections instead of replaceable vitals. The series includes  
a variety of animals, from mountain lion to wild boar.

50540

Rutting buffalo
50”H x 82.5”L x 17”D

An imposing presence on any range, the 
largest of all Delta targets features a unique 
locking system that keeps parts from shifting. 
Please allow 2 to 3 weeks lead time.

REPLAcEMEnT MiDSEcTiOn 
50542

50560

Grizzly bear
60”H x 61”L x 22”D

Quite popular for clubs and tournaments, this life-size grizzly bear 
target features three scoring vitals and a realistic-looking stump. 
Please allow 2 to 3 weeks lead time.

REPLAcEMEnT MiDSEcTiOn 
50562

50600

Wild boar
33”H x 32”L x 10”D

Nearly three feet tall, the Delta Wild Boar target 
features an aggressive stance and an open mouth 
with sharp tusks—a real bowhunting challenge.

REPLAcEMEnT MiDSEcTiOn 
50602

50080-50084

DELTA TARGET TOUcH-UP PAinT
16-oz. can

The same paint used on new targets, with a 
special UV-protectant additive and long-lasting 
finish, is available in an easy-to-use, fast-drying 
spray enamel for touch-ups and repairs.

50080 – BROWN  50081 – WHITE

50082 – BLACK  50083 – TAN

50084 – GREY

3D Target Accessories
Delta offers high-quality 3D target accessories to meet archers’ needs.

REPLAcEMEnT ViTALS  
FOR DiScOnTinUED 3D PRAcTicE TARGETS
Refer to the year stamped on the body of the target.  
(Replacement vitals for current targets are listed with those targets.)

Item Number For Target

50101 Elite Whitetail (Year on Target: 1991)

50411 Elite Whitetail (Year on Target: 1999)

50111 Elite Antelope (Year on Target: 2000)

50121 Elite Black Bear (Year on Target: 2004)

50151 Elite Mule Deer (Year on Target: 1991)

50421 Elite Mule Deer (Year on Target: 1999)

50599 Elite Javelina (Year on Target: 2005)

50201 Backyard Buck II/Maxim  
(Year on Target: 1997/1998)

50701 Backyard Buck, Intruder, and Challenger
(Year on Target: 1993/1995)

50580

caribou
71”H (feet to top of antler) 
45”H (feet to top of head) x 81”L x 19”D 

The largest caribou target on the market, ours 
features a four-legged design and a rack sized 
for the record books. Please allow 2 to 3 weeks 
lead time.

REPLAcEMEnT MiDSEcTiOn 
50588



NEW FOR

NEW FOR

NEW FOR

NEW FOR

NEW FOR

bag Targets
New Speed Bag™ series targets are specifically engineered for today’s high-speed, 
high-performance bows. These brightly-colored targets are made to stand up to 
300-plus fps bows, and last a long time. Plus, they provide easy, two-finger arrow 
removal. To keep up with today’s fastest bows, get Speed Bag series targets.

70664 

SPEED bAG™ XL
28”H x 28”L x 12”D

REPLAcEMEnT bAG 
70665

70662 

SPEED bAG™

24”H x 24”L x 10”D

REPLAcEMEnT bAG 
70663 

70660 

SPEED bAG™ mini
20”H x 20”L x 8”D

REPLAcEMEnT bAG 
70661

70287 

SPEED bAG™ QUAD
18”H x 18”L x 18”D

With shooting faces on all four sides, the Speed Bag Quad  
takes even more shots from high-speed, high-performance bows.

REPLAcEMEnT bAG 
70289

Speed Bag series targets are not recommended for broadheads, or for bows  
faster than 350 fps.

 

 

70295

SUPER DEADSTOP 36” OFFiciAL ASA PRAcTicE TARGET
Designed for tournaments and the serious archer, this target features nine  
colorful bull’s eyes, and a tough, replaceable zippered outer shell for easy  
maintenance. Use with 70296 Super Deadstop Stand, not included.

REPLAcEMEnT bAG 
70297

SUPER DEADSTOP STAnD 
70296 
This deluxe stand is fabricated from welded carbon steel for incredible durability. For use with 
70295 Super Deadstop 36” Official ASA Practice Target and 70290 Deadstop Burly 30”.

70178

DEADSTOP cARbOn 5000
25” Bag

This proven-performer stops arrows from high-performance bows and provides easy,  
two-finger arrow removal. The target includes a deluxe hanging stand and is a snap to set up.

REPLAcEMEnT bAG 
70179

70180

DEADSTOP 4000
25” Bag

The heavy outer casing has a brightly colored face with five ring bull’s eyes. The bag is filled with 
a durable synthetic fiber, and comes with an easy-to-use, portable stand for stability.

REPLAcEMEnT bAG 
70185

DEADSTOP 4000 3-PAcK 
70183 
Stand not included.

70281-70290

DEADSTOP bURLY TARGETS
Our most popular bag target has a tough filler and a heavy-duty, 6.5-oz. replaceable outer shell 
for long target life. It’s available in two sizes, to suit any shooting environment. The target comes 
complete with a stand and grommets for hanging. (70290 Deadstop Burly 30” can also be used 
with 70296 Super Deadstop Stand.)

70281  70290 
DEADSTOP bURLY 25” DEADSTOP bURLY 30”
REPLAcEMEnT bAG REPLAcEMEnT bAG 
70286 70291

Stand not included.

These super-durable targets with brightly colored bull’s eyes and tough outer 
bags easily stop arrows from the heaviest bows. Deadstop targets are available 
in a variety of sizes, and most models include a stand. Not recommended for 
use with broadheads.

70299 

DEADSTOP EcOnO bAG
23” Bag

A great choice for economy, featuring durable synthetic filler and grommets for hanging. 
Available in single quantity, or in multiples of four.



ARROWSTOP FOAM TARGETS
Arrowstop Foam Targets from Delta Targets are the most  
attractive foam plank targets on the market. Available in 
a variety of sizes, they are ideal for use by beginners, with 
broadheads, or for bringing along on a hunting trip. Each 
target is individually shrink-wrapped and labeled with a UPC.

70159

ROUnD TARGET WiTH REPLAcEAbLE cORE
32” Diameter

An economical choice for schools and recreation, this target’s ELC® layered 
foam technology and replaceable core stand up to fast, higher-poundage 
bows. 80 cm skirted face included. Use with 70165 Target Stand,  
not included.

LAYERED REPLAcEMEnT cORE  
70161 
For use with 70159 Round Target.

TARGET STAnD 

70165 
Durable and practical, this stand is designed for use with 70159 Round Target 
and 70167 Economy Recreational Target.

80 cM REPLAcEMEnT SKiRTED FAcE 

70166 
For use with 70159 Round Target.

SPEED TRAP RAnGE TARGET
The innovative nylon weave in the dual-layered Speed Trap Range Target 
slows and aligns arrows, allowing the back target to catch them. The durable 
target, ideal for individuals and ranges, includes a replaceable outer  
mesh sleeve.

SPEED TRAP 

70260 
48”H x 48”W

REPLAcEMEnT FROnT nYLOn MESH SLEEVE 
70263  
48”H x 48”W x 2”D

WOVEn nYLOn MESH MATERiAL bY THE FOOT 

70262 
Five feet high and as many feet long as you need, our Woven Nylon Mesh 
Material can be used to refurbish the Delta Speed Trap Range Target or any 
Bagdad-style target.

70167

EcOnOMY REcREATiOnAL TARGET
32”H x 32”W x 4”D

For schools, camps, and recreational archery, this durable target delivers 
practicality at an economical price. Ideal for genesis-type bows.

TARGET STAnD 

70165 
Durable and practical, this stand is designed for use with 70167 Economy 
Recreational Target and 70159 Round Target.

ARROWSTOP FOAM TARGETS

Item No. Target Size Density Face Max FPS

    70107* Economy 18”H x 24”W x 2”D 4 lb. One Dot 180

    70112* Economy 18”H x 24”W x 2”D 6 lb. One Dot 210

    70152* Economy 22”H x 24”W x 2”D 4 lb. Five Dot 190

    70102* Standard 16”H x 18”W x 2”D 6 lb. One Dot 240

    70117* Standard 22”H x 24”W x 2”D 6 lb. One Dot 240

    70132* Standard 24”H x 27”W x 2”D 6 lb. One Dot 240

    70175 Heavy-Duty 22”H x 24”W x 7”D 3 ply/4 lb. One Dot 280

    70415* Heavy-Duty 18”H x 24”W x 3”D 3 ply/4 lb. Five Dot 280

    70172* Cross Bow 22”H x 24”W x 2”D 9 lb. One Dot 280

    70418† Ethafoam 21”H x 16”W x 2”D 6 lb. Five Dot 220
*Items are master packaged 6 per box. Can be ordered individually.
†Items are master packaged 3 per box. Can be ordered individually.

Range and 
Recreational Targets
Our tough range targets stand up to intense shooting and are ideal for 
backwalls and indoor ranges. Recreational targets from Delta Targets are 
durable and economical, with options for sportsmen, schools, and camps.

inDOOR SPOT TARGETS
Printed on heavyweight paper and shipped in 100-count packs, Delta Targets Indoor Spot Targets are ideal for tuning 
and accuracy training.

nFAA TARGET
16”H x 16”W

Uses the single-color blue spot,  
NFAA standard, 300-round scoring system.

FiTA & nAA TARGET
16”H x 16”W

Target uses the four-color target face of FITA 
and NAA.

SinGLE-SPOT nFAA FAcE TARGET 
70455 – 100 count 
70457 – 25 count 
70459 – 1 count

SinGLE-SPOT FiTA FAcE TARGET 
70450 – 100 count 
70449 – 25 count 
70448 – 3 count with individually- 
 packaged header cards 
70454 – 1 count

FiVE-SPOT nFAA FAcE TARGET 
70465 – 100 count 
70456 – 25 count 
70458 – 1 count

THREE-SPOT VEGAS FAcE TARGET 
70470 – 100 count 
70471 – 25 count 
70469 – 1 count

70176

ARROW bOX TARGET
22”H x 23”W x 11”D

A good value and great for beginners, this target can be carried to the backyard or your 
favorite practice site. Not recommended for high-powered bows.



NEW FOR

71600

TRU-LiFE TARGET DiSPLAY
36”H x 18”W x 10”D

Promote your Tru-Life merchandise  
in-store with this heavy-duty 
cardboard display. Neatly holds 60 
individually rolled and UPC-coded  
Tru-Life Paper Targets.

Comes complete with the  
following targets:

71502 – 12 rolls 
71507 – 6 rolls 
71517 – 6 rolls 
71522 – 6 rolls 
71552 – 6 rolls 
71557 – 6 rolls 
71567 – 6 rolls 
71577 – 6 rolls 
71582 – 6 rolls

To refill display, order rolled targets.

70372

cardboard  
TURKEY  
PATTERn  
TARGET
35”H x 21-1/2”W

70371

cARDbOARD DEER TARGET
22”H x 47”W x 1/8”D

Tru-Life Paper Targets
 
Delta Targets Tru-Life paper targets feature a wide variety of game and are an excellent choice for 
indoor or outdoor ranges. Eastern Game Series and Western Game Series targets are printed in  
full-color on sturdy, 75-lb. paper. All animal targets feature lightly-indicated universal scoring lines  
with heart, liver, and lungs, on photos by renowned nature photographer George Barnett and  
Leonard Rue Enterprises.

SMALL GAME TARGETS
21”H x 28”W

Available in bulk (with no individual  
packaging), or in individual plastic bags 
with full-color header cards.

WOODcHUcK AnD  

RAbbiT SET 
70540 – Bulk 
70542 – Individual

WiLD bOAR 
70615 – Bulk 
70617 – Individual

FOX 
70535 – Bulk 
70537 – Individual

RAccOOn 
70530 – Bulk 
70532 – Individual

WiLD TURKEY 
70525 – Bulk 
70527 – Individual

cOYOTE 
70490 – Bulk 
70492 – Individual

WESTERn GAME SERiES

MULE DEER 
70550 – Bulk 
70552 – Individual 
71552 – Rolled

ELK 
70555 – Bulk 
70557 – Individual 
71557 – Rolled

biGHORn SHEEP 
70565 – Bulk 
70567 – Individual 
71567 – Rolled

cOUGAR 
70570 – Bulk 
70572 – Individual

AnTELOPE 
70575 – Bulk 
70577 – Individual 
71577 – Rolled

JAVELinA 
70580 – Bulk 
70582 – Individual 
71582 – Rolled

LARGE GAME TARGETS
28”H x 42”W

Available in bulk (with no individual 
packaging), or in individual plastic bags 
with full-color header cards. Some are 
available rolled, for use in the 71600  
Tru-Life Target Display.

EASTERn GAME SERiES

bLAcK bEAR 
70520 – Bulk 
70522 – Individual 
71522 – Rolled

cARibOU 
70495 – Bulk 
70497 – Individual

WHiTETAiL DEER 
70500 – Bulk 
70502 – Individual 
71502 – Rolled

WHiTETAiL DEER 
70505 – Bulk 
70507 – Individual 
71507 – Rolled

WHiTETAiL DEER 
70515 – Bulk 
70517 – Individual 
71517 – Rolled

LARGE GAME TARGETS
28”H x 42”W

Available in bulk (with no individual  
packaging), or in individual plastic bags 
with full-color header cards. Some  
targets are available rolled, for use in  
the 71600 Tru-Life Target Display.

EASTERn GAME SET – 70640 
This set includes one of each of the 
Eastern Game Series Tru-Life Paper 
targets (large and small game), except 
Woodchuck and Rabbit Set, for a  
total of 10 targets.

SKUnK AnD  

PRAiRiE DOG SET 
70480 – Bulk 
70482 – Individual

FULL-STRUT TURKEY 
70485 – Bulk 
70487 – Individual

bObcAT 
70585 – Bulk 
70587 – Individual

PHEASAnT AnD 

SQUiRREL SET 
70590 – Bulk 
70592 – Individual

SMALL GAME TARGETS
21”H x 28”W

Available in bulk (with no individual 
packaging), or in individual plastic bags  
with full-color header cards.

WESTERn GAME SET – 70641 
This set includes one of each of the 
Western Game Series Tru-Life paper 
targets (large and small game), for a 
total of 10 targets.

biG FOUR TARGETS
36”H x 48”W

The Tru-Life Big Four series from Delta 
Targets includes four outstanding photos 
of whitetail deer, in varying angles for  
true-to-life practice. Available in bulk 
(with no individual packaging), or in 
individual plastic bags with full-color 
header cards.

biG FOUR  

WHiTETAiL 
70595 – Bulk 
70599 – Individual

biG FOUR  

WHiTETAiL 

70596 – Bulk 
70600 – Individual

biG FOUR  

WHiTETAiL 
70597 – Bulk 
70601 – Individual

biG FOUR WHiTETAiL 
70598 – Bulk 
70602 – Individual

biG FOUR TARGETS SET – 70695  
This set includes three of each of the  
Big Four Targets, a total of 12 targets.

Targets may be purchased individually packaged in clear plastic bags with 
full-color headers, or in bulk (single targets with no packaging). Many Tru-Life 
Targets are available rolled, for use in the Tru-Life Target Display.



Really Moves!
• Drives Bucks crazy
• Motion MiMics a Doe in Heat
• squats anD raises tail

Deer Decoys
Delta Targets’ deer decoys are part of our full line of  
field-proven decoys designed to give hunters the edge.  
Our innovative designs include a variety of features that  
add to realism, durability, and usability. Delta Targets 
offers the decoys that discriminating hunters want.

80500

 
 
 
 
 

42”H (feet to top of shoulder) x 48”L x 10”D

With decoying popularity on the rise, Delta Targets’ 
revolutionary Hot-to-Squat decoy takes motion decoying 
to a new level. The decoy pushes bucks over the edge 
during the rut by simulating the squatting motion of a doe 
depositing sign. The decoy moves when the hunter pulls 
a string, bringing the rear of the decoy down and raising 
the tail. This versatile decoy can also be used in non-rut 
scenarios as a standard decoy to calm other deer with  
its presence. 

The decoy is constructed of durable polyethylene. Featuring 
simple and speedy assembly, it can be set up in minutes in 
the field, for use in a blind or stand. Comes complete with 
tree stand stake, ground stake, and line and reel for use  
and storage.

PATEnT nUMbER 6,021,594 
Check your local laws regarding the use of motion decoys. 

80110

WHiTETAiL DEER DEcOY
46”H (feet to top of antler) 
38”H (feet to top of head) x 46”L x 10.5”D

The novel design of the three-dimensional Whitetail Deer Decoy 
includes a storage cavity inside the body. The compartment holds 
everything needed—legs, antlers, and stake system—for quick, quiet, 
and simple setup with the proven Twist-Lock system. The decoy has 
removable antlers and a submissive posture, so it can be used as either  
a buck or doe, to fit any hunting strategy.

Made with soft foam, the sturdy decoy is less noisy for carrying through 
wooded areas. And, at less than 13 pounds, with a safety-orange strap 
for carrying, this decoy is easy to transport to your favorite hunting spot.

Renowned hunting personality  
Alex Rutledge of Hunter Specialties 
prepares a decoy for a whitetail hunt. 
Delta Sports Products recommends 
the use of Hunter Specialties scent 
elimination products with all Delta 
Sports Products decoys and accessories.



80378

bREEDinG TOM
Mix things up with the wildest concept in decoying. Simulating a breeding tom, this unique 
collapsible decoy is designed to ruffle the feathers of dominant gobblers, and is excellent for 
call-shy birds or birds that hang up. The Breeding Tom has proven itself in actual field tests with 
impressive results. Made from lightweight, durable polyethylene, the decoy has ultra-realistic 
markings. It comes complete with instructions and a special stake to adapt it for use with Delta 
Targets hen models. 

The Breeding Tom decoy is designed to be used with Delta Targets 80352 Ultimate Hot Hen 
(sold separately), as shown in image 1. It can also be used with 80366 Stationary Feeding 
Hen (sold separately), as shown in image 2, and with the Delta Targets Original Hot Hen 
(discontinued), as shown in image 3.

Turkey Decoys
 
Delta Targets turkey decoys are part of our full line of 
field-proven decoys designed to give hunters the edge. 
Our innovative designs include a variety of features that 
add to realism, durability, and usability. Delta Targets 
offers the decoys that discriminating hunters want.

80375

JAKE
This Delta Targets juvenile gobbler turkey decoy features an alert pose 
and a beard, with hand-painted jake coloration, making this one of the 
most realistic decoys in any flock or setup. Collapsible and virtually 
indestructible, this tough decoy will stand up to the rigors of any hunt. 
Stake and instructions included.

JAKE bULK PAcK 
80371  
(12, bulk-packed)

80352

ULTiMATE HOT HEn
The Delta Targets Ultimate Hot Hen features a relaxed, pear-shaped 
posture and a slightly turned head, expressing a “come hither” 
attitude. Our most popular decoy is hand-painted with iridescent paint 
for excellent realism and is easy to transport and assemble. Several 
collapsible birds fit easily into a vest pocket; and the tough, patented 
polyethylene material has superior memory, so decoys retain their shape. 
Stake and instructions included.

ULTiMATE HOT HEn bULK PAcK 

80354 
(12, bulk-packed)

80376

HEn AnD JAKE SET
One each of the Ultimate Hot Hen and Jake, to entice mature gobblers to 
defend their territory. Boxed as a pair. Stakes and instructions included.

80366

STATiOnARY FEEDinG HEn
Complete your decoy spread with a bird in the feeding position.  
The relaxed posture advertises the all-clear signal to surrounding 
birds. Made of collapsible, durable polyethylene material with detailed 
coloration, the decoy is lightweight enough to move with the slightest 
breeze on the enclosed stake. Instructions included.

STATiOnARY FEEDinG HEn bULK PAcK 

80368 
(12, bulk-packed)

80377

FLOcK (3-DEcOY SET)
The most realistic set to own, this flock includes one 80352 Ultimate Hot 
Hen, one 80375 Jake, and one 80366 Stationary Feeding Hen decoy, all 
packaged in a single carton. Use the group to entice territorial gobblers 
to protect their hens from your jake. Stakes and instructions included.

80380

TURKEY STAKE ASSEMbLY
With extra decoy stakes, you’ll always be prepared.  
These stakes work with all standard Delta Targets 
turkey decoys. Not for use with Delta Targets inflatable 
decoys or with 80378 Breeding Tom turkey decoy.

80346-80349

EcOnOMY DEcOYS
These economical turkey decoys, made in China, are 
ideal for the hunter looking to make the most of his 
sporting budget.

RELAXED HEn 

80346

EASTERn JAKE 

80349

80347-80348

PRO HUnTER DEcOYS
With the same super-realistic characteristics as our 
standard turkey decoys, Pro Hunter Decoys feature 
a slimmer, more economical design. These offer 
excellent performance, durability, and value for the 
serious turkey hunter.

PRO HUnTER HEn 

80347

PRO HUnTER JAKE 
80348 

image 1 image 2 image 3



Delta Targets:
For Archers, by Archers
Behind every Delta target are the dedicated archers of Delta Sports Products.  
We use the very same targets we design, build, and sell. That’s why we can confidently 
say that Delta Targets are the very best, and we’re proud to have you use them, too.

James Weissenfluh 
Supply Chain Manager, Delta Sports Products

curt Raberding 
Sales Representative, Delta Sports Products

Sara Weissenfluh 
Plant Manager, Delta Sports Products

nathan Pitcher 
Sales Representative, Delta Sports Products

Jen Kresser 
National Sales Manager, Delta Sports Products

Fred Eichler, 
Host, Easton Bowhunting TV

Ralph & Vicki cianciarulo, 
Hosts, Archer’s Choice



For information about Delta Targets products 
or for the Delta Targets dealer nearest you, 
contact our customer service department:

Delta Sports Products, LLc

30151 160th Street

Dike, IA 50624

Phone: 1-800-708-0673

Phone: 319-345-6476

Fax: 319-345-2125

www.deltatargets.net

info@deltatargets.net

inquiries Outside the U.S.:

Michael Sarnitz

A-1190 Vienna, Austria

Pokornygasse, 8

Phone: 0043-663-91-957-91

Fax: 0043-1-36-21-20

E-mail: mike@sarnitz.net


